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EXTREME DUTY ARMORED

DISCONNECT CABLE

� Quick Connect/Disconnect Feature

� For Use With G.R.I. Pull Apart Switch Sets � Saves Time And Labor

� Extreme Duty For Harsh Applications

Armored Cable Extensions With Connectors

8775-26

The G.R.I. Extreme Duty Armored Cable Extensions with Connectors were designed for use with the G.R.I. Pull
Apart switch sets, but can be used with a variety of our industrial and overhead contacts.

For applications where a longer cable run is necessary, the 26’ extensions offer a clean and simple solution.  The
G.R.I. MS8774 (Magnasphere technology switch - higher security switch with more durability) and 8776 to-
gether make a complete security loop with armored cable.

By putting the G.R.I. 8775-26 extensions between the MS8774 and 8776, the overall length increases in 26’
lengths, and allows a disconnect close to the piece of equipment you wish to remove rather than pulling cable
through every item and stringing back again.  For a bicycle display, golf carts, lawn equipment, truck docks or
any moveable merchandise, run the cable in a manner that secures the products and wire to a zone on the
security panel.  Thread the cable through spokes, wheels and other natural openings to secure the products.

When the alarm zone is armed and there is a compromise in the line either by cutting, disconnecting or pulling
apart, an alarm condition will exist.



Part Numbers:
  MS8774 MS4702 w/15” extreme duty armored cable w/male connector
  8775-26 26’ extreme duty armored cable w/1 male and 1 female connector
  8776 Female connector with pigtails
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EXTREME DUTY ARMORED

DISCONNECT CABLE

WARRANTY:
3 year warranty against workmanship, material and factory defects


